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About This Game

Woodle Tree Adventures is an old school platform game with a catchy and unique
art style! You will find all the classical elements from the 90's games and new

interesting ideas.
Explore a total of 6 worlds and save the lands with the magical water drops you'll
find through your journey, bringing back peace and balance and finally becoming

the new hero!

The feeling of traveling around the game world is refreshingly peaceful. Woodle Tree
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is a great game to play if you want to relax, and the soundtrack and art style help
giving a serene tone. Even if you’re not a fan of the genre, this game is still very

much worth considering, even if only to witness the beautiful game world.

If you loved games like Banjo Kazooie and Mario 64, never fear, Woodle Tree will
take you back to the good old days!

The whole gameplay is an hybrid between an art game and a platformer and is meant
to be played by adults and children and to bring happiness to all souls.
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Title: Woodle Tree Adventures
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fabio Ferrara
Publisher:
Chubby Pixel
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.6 GHz / AMD Dual-Core Athlon 3.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 with 512MB VRAM; NVIDIA GeForce 8500 GT / AMD Radeon HD 4650 or greater

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

English
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I don't know why so many people dont like this game because it is like super mario galaxy. The game isn't as polished or
anything like that, but it works good and is really pretty.. Born from father to help the world grow by collecting water from the
ancient times! This game takes you on a fine adventure to places no one has ever been. Your mission to bring the world the
water of life, and the many dangers on your way is a challange for all of us!

Woodle Tree Adventures is a joy for speedrunners and is a most fun game to enjoy.
It's also good for fast achievements.

Gameplay - 8\/10
Difficulty - 4\/10
Fun - 10\/10
Total = 7\/10. In a world where all of the citizens are dying of starvation and water deprovation, you're wise father tells you to
save the kingdom by murdering all of the peasents that stole from your father in the past. The Fairy tears are spread across the
land and are proven to be a powerful addiction for some of the enemies, corrupting them and tearing their lives apart. You, as
the brave woodle assassin must save your father's fallen kingdom by murdering Snowy enemies and collecting berries to build
up your resources.

 During your adventure you will find many evil beings who have been corrupted by the fairy tears for example, a group of satan
worshipping white dots that wear candy corn hats and a green apple man who (due to childhood abuse and drug problems)
chases after you until he falls over and starts crying. There is an octopus that mistakes you for your father and yells at you
because your father murdered his family years ago. Later in the game you encounter a small group of sugar cubes wearing
yellow diapers that walk in circles. If you walk up to them you will notice that they are just enjoying their day. The game leaves
you with a choice of either to attack them or leave them be. If you choose to murder them, they will fall to the ground crying
"Why are you hitting me?!" Your character picks up his metal leaf and shoves it down his throat. This was possibly the most
graphic scene in the game in my opinion. You continue through the game stealing food and murdering your fathers enemies.

The end of the game is a final battle with the mob boss named "Woodlbeevur" who murders your father with an axe and
continues to try to attack you. (Spoilers) To beat this boss you must gather all of the Fairy tears and throw them and
Woodlbeevur until he drops to the ground crying. Then you must rip his head off of his body and place it above your fireplace
back at your woodle house. The final scene in the game shows you (The woodle assassin) crying over your father's grave and
screaming "WHY?!" as the game slowly fades to black. The credits roll in to a fantastic soundtrack overture, showing all of the
hard work put into this masterpiece until the credits end on "Follow me on twitter!" with no escape other that force quitting the
game leaving you (The player) to decide what happens next. Does it represent the unescapable forces of life its self? Or does it
represent the depression in murder and the consequences of disobeying the law. Truly something to think about for an eternity.

This is not a game, this is an experience. The open world is as large as GTA V or Fallout 3 and the story is as rich as The Last of
Us. Thank you for this game, and thank you for this experience.. Cute game! I like this game but just one worst problem is the
view angle is so terrible. Sometimes your view points unforable seems like you just see on one side but the other side is unseen
feels like 2d. you cant do nothing about the view angle you can zooming out or zooming in thats make game not good enough.
basically its a good game, fun game. get it if you didnt really care about the view angle :). Kawaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.
good cheap game especially love the camera angles. This games story line made me shed 420 tears.
The pure emotion made me cry myself to sleep. I love the revenge sub plot.
I also like how the romantic side character dies half way through and leaves the main character alone with his young female
companion.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I think I played the last of us instead.

This game is mediocre and very broken.
9\/11 would play again. The camera angles can be shocking, but I bought this game for 7 cents so I'm not complaining. I know
this is supposed to be a review of sorts but...words aren't enough.
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10\/10
Like Skyrim with trees. this game was 3 pence. never been so happy about a game, since the tree at the beginning looks like
gandalf
. FIRST OFF
UR CAMERA ANGLES ARE LIKE TRYING TO SEE OUT OF A
DONKEYS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665SECOND
IT ENDS AFTER LIKE -3 LEVELS
TERRIBLE
. literally the best game i have ever played in my entire life 0\/10. Best game 10\/10 can jump on head. I like this game alot, it
feels very nice to play, I play coop with my best friend patwick. I like the grapfics and textures and the audio quality is on point.
Cant wait for woddle tree adventures 2. Ever wanted to be a cute little tree stump? In "Woodle Tree Adventures" your time has
come. You will try to rescue the land of trees which is suffering a big drought. It's very easy to notive because daddy trees tells
you so and obviously any water is consumed by the big waterfall which you can see in the intro and in several levels.. :D ...
Anyway.. Just try to find 3 fairy tears to fill the water buckets at the end of each level and land of trees will be saved.
If you are lucky, it also has some elements of "Where is Waldo?" because of some weird camera glitches.

Nevertheless it is a very nice game to show the way of (tree) life. Plus, it's very appropriate for children by the use of its simple
controls and the lack of being able to fail a level.. Woodle Tree Adventures is about a tree boy. He was born to snatch and run,
stuffing as many berries as he can in is pack. Why must he take all of the worlds food supply? The poor travelers feel tree boy's
wrath, hit in the face by a small leaf. Cat man, ice cream dude, and many others suffer the boy's beatings. The tree boy's goal is
to collect fairy tears to heal the old man tree. The inncoent tree boy has been manipulated into doing the bad old man tree's
work. Why must tree boy make the sweet fairies cry? What has this world come to?
I r8 this 8\/8
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